Speaker: - Andy Thomas, Researcher, Author and Broadcaster.
Subject: - "UNEXPLAINED MYSTERIES AND COVER- UPS" - topics include UFOs.
Back by popular demand, Andy reveals some of the thought-provoking information in the contents
of his fascinating book, by the same title.
One of Britain's most experienced presenters and authors - on subjects which cover unexplained
mysteries including UFO's, pyramids, ghosts, strange creatures, psychics, prophecies and
conspiracy theories; Andy proceeded to give us a night to remember!..
ALIENS IN EGYPT AND BEYOND.?
Starting with 'The Pyramids'.. a classic example of people challenging ideas of how they were built.
Some believe that Aliens were involved with the construction - other's don't. Pyramids discovered
in the middle of The World's Land Mass..there are no Foundation imprints or ramps to be found ( which might have shone a light on explanatory evidence for a method of transporting and lifting
exceedingly heavy building blocks of stone.)
One of the disbelievers was John Pierre Houdin, a French Architect who had worked on the design
concept of 'The Great Pyramid of Giza'. He believed that The Egyptians were responsible for their
own buildings. His ideas were based on a simple engineering principle involving Physics.
However, this theory has not been proved.
SCI-FI v. PREDICTIONS
The well-known television series 'The X Files' detailed many strange occurrences. The Skeptics
could be noticed to 'hum' the signature tune in defiance of opposing ideas that could be nearer the
Truth! Indeed some people did believe that there may be a level of Reality in the 'X Files' series.
In one episode there was 'A Prediction' which actually took place later on. A spin off from the X
files by the same creator Chris Carter, was 'The Lone Gunmen' series which also came in book
format. One of them chillingly mentions an attempt to fly a plane into The World Trade Center as
happened on 9/11. This was written 6 months before the catastrophic event took place.
BLACK HOLES
Andy showed us photographs, films and images of a strange spiral shaped apparition that was
seen in Norway in 2009, noticed by many people. It spiralled, changing shape momentarily and
bore an uncanny resemblance to a Black Hole. - The mainstream media maintained that it was a
Missile that went off course and that the operation went terribly wrong. There was also talk about
the possibility of it being a secret Russian or American Missile; yet similar apparitions are a
recurring Phenomenon.
COVER - UPS
These are not on mainstream news any more and strategically removed from public websites..then the accusations of 'cover ups' begin. Fake News is also subjective. We are told certain
things are fake...but are they in reality? N ew intricate Crop Circles continue to appear and are not
discussed in the News any more.

BIG FOOT'S DNA
Brian Blessed the famous actor, firmly believes that the creature known as 'The Yeti' and nicknamed 'Big Foot' actually exists and is to be found in deep forest. Brian has been searching for
this huge creature for a number of years and has been cited in a series of televised documentaries.
After foraging for some time now without firm evidence to support his ideas, some people believe
'he' is The Yetti, dressed in theatrical costume! - However, a person did a DNA test in the vicinity of
where the 'Yetti' was spotted and came to the conclusion that it could be a strange cross breed
between a type of Grizzly Bear and a Polar Bear. This is certainly a grey area!
LOCH NESS MONSTER
Another grey area is the concept of the Loch Ness Monster which is supposed to lurk in a lake or
loch in Scotland, which leads to deep sea water. Is it supposition or fact?
There are countless photos and films to support this notion. In 1934 the 1st historic photo was
taken of a creature with a very long neck and a small head that appeared from the waters of the
loch. There were many sightings over the years. In 1975 a submarine went into the depths of the
loch and managed to catch an image on camera of a creature which had the same long neck as in
the orginal photo of 1934. The conclusion was that it resembled a type of Dinosaur or a large
ancient dino-fish such as the 'Coelacanth'....Who knows if it is a 'Prehistoric' Dinosaur or not ?
There are sightings of similar sea monsters in many parts of the World.
POLTERGEIST ACTIVITY
There are recurring Phenomena as seen by a different sector of people at different times - yet in
the same places which can be attributed to Poltergeist Activity and could well be factual accounts.
Other 'Paranormal' encounters involve 'Out of the Body' experiences such as a person looking
from above and downwards over their own body. This is an awareness we need to consider
seriously as it seems to be quite common. Maybe we can separate Consciousness from the Body.
35 TRILLION TO 1 ODDS
U.S.A. Professor - Dean Radin, who is a Parapsychology researcher, has written about this and
similar occurrences in the 1st book he released called 'The Conscious Universe'. Conversely ...
Chris French, Phycoanalysist and Professor of Psychology at Goldsmith University of London
challenged his views and stated that not only was it people's imagination but false memory
concerning Alien Abduction which some patients said they had experienced; and there were 35
Trillion to 1 odds of the chance of this happening! (Andy himself tends to disagree with some of
Chris French's opinions.). Other well known Skeptics include Lord Robert Winston, Professor
Brian Cox and Professor Richard Dawkins - Ethologist. They choose not to believe...but on the
other hand there are many who do believe!
THE PSYCHIC EXPERIENCE
Historian and screenwriter Phillipa Langley MBE was very motivated to find out more about the Life
of King Richard III. She travelled to Leicester in 2012 and led the search for his body. She had a
Powerful Psychic experience. She then knew it was buried underneath a car park and became
involved with the King's Exhumation. No one else knew the whereabouts of the King's body!

UFO'S
Talk about UFO's and the 'Aliens' that usually 'accompany' them nearly always causes controversy.
It is sometimes a risky situation for an eye witness to report a sighting, such as a Pilot who is more
likely to see one. Many people might judge the viewer as a fantasist or needing their head
examined, sometimes because they don't want to believe in the unknown and may also be afraid
of the outcome. - In one instance Nuclear Weapons shut down after one was sighted. However,
the Military are known to use aircraft that deviate from the usual design and during World War 2 the
Nazis experimented with Levitating Discs.
In 1947 a UFO crashed into the desert at Roswell in Mexico. Alien bodies were found strewn
across the ground. Major Jesse Marcel knew this as a fact and was instructed by his Seniors to
keep this a secret and pretend to the outside world that it was only a Weather Balloon. When the
news leaked there were misconceptions and people were made aware that The Nazis used bodies
from hospital morgues to use as Crash Test Dummies.
Area 51 in Nevada is a highly classified area. It is a USA Air Force base and has a facility for
testing and training. There are many Conspiracy Theories about Area 51 - one being that all
knowledge of UFOs and Aliens is centred here, complete with Alien Spaceships and the corpses of
Extra -Terrestrials. Also that scientific engineers have been able to emulate Alien Technology and
create much more advanced ways to reach Outer Space. The Freedom of Information Act now
permits disclosure of information on UFOs. A Canadian man admitted that he works with Alien
Technology.
Harvard Psychiatrist John Mack, pretended to be an Alien 'Enthusiast' for the wrong reasons! ..He
used to gather hoax stories from his patients about them disappearing into Space Ships etc.
involving Alien Abduction and undergoing different procedures whilst operations were performed on
them by the Aliens. His book sales on this topic greatly increased and made him a rich man - yet
he was a Skeptic all along.
PREDICTIONS
It is said that the Aliens have been known to inform us of Transformation in the World. In 1917 in
Fatima Portugal, 3 young children were standing in a pasture with sheep, saw an apparition in the
sky and presumed it to be Angels and The Virgin Mary who spoke to them and warned them of
drastic changes that could happen. These Predictions were of the 2nd World War, Communism
and Russia's invasion of other countries, plus an assassination attempt on the Pope. - Huge
upheavals. The 'Voice' said Russia needed to be Consecrated. It is said the apparitions regularly
appeared from then on and prophesied that The Virgin Mary would appear on October 13th 1917
in Fatima and perform Miracles.
Fatima soon became A Holy Place of Worship with talk of healing taking place. A Solar
Phenomenon took place in Fatima with 70,000 people present from all walks of Life - Religious and
Non Religious who wanted to see The Virgin Mary appear on that date. Something was seen in
the sky and went behind the horizon and rose up again, then came towards the crowds who were
standing in pouring rain which caused the ground to turn to mud. All of a sudden the rain turned
into steam and was swept away and the ground dried too as the 'Sun' rushed towards them! The
sun then reverted to it's usual place. The people believed they had been blessed by The Virgin
Mary.
The Crop Circles of 21st December 2012 are also thought to donate a Transformation - the
Beginning of a Change!

CHARIOTS OF THE GODS..
was God an Astronaut?
..The Title of this book by Erich Von Daniken and his revelations demonstrate our need to search
for who we really are and who has been here before us. His thought provoking book became a
best-seller in the 1960's as he asks: "Was God an Astronaut" ? Several of his books make Claims
about extraterrestrial influence on early human culture, including Ancient Alien Gods. He mentions
images of Aliens and creatures found on the surface of walls and on the ground in various places
in Nazca, Peru and landing tracks from long ago, when it was not possible for a plane to scale to
such heights. The lines and Geoglyphs are now part of 'The Unesco World Heritage Site'. The H2
Television channel is very informative about subjects such as these. Von Daniken believes People
of Royal Birth could have had Alien Blood, although the bloodline would have been diluted by now.
He describes the blood line of 'Nethalin', a descendent of an Alien and these beings were very tall
in stature and named as "The Sons of Gods" There is also a mention in Genesis about this.
POWER
Return to Egypt and the Pyramids! The Ancient Egyptian symbols or Hieroglyphs denote Power.
They reveal a lot. Pyramids are found all over The World. 'The Free Masons' have their own
Egyptian symbol which is easily recognisable in a Public Building. In America the Dollar note is
printed with an eye at the top corner of a Pyramid. This symbol translates as 'The Divine Being' at
the top. Many buildings with businesses and structures are combined and display the Pyramid
symbol, whilst separate buildings are linked together by the use of Pyramid symbols to advertise
their Power.
'The Bohemian Club' founded in the 1800's in America, centers around a Giant Stone Structure of
an Owl. An effigy of a child is sacrificed in front of this Giant Owl. The strange cult was brought to
public attention by 'YouTube'. A book was released about this by British Author Jon Ronson called '
Them ' featuring different kinds of Extremists. 'The Secret Rulers of The World ' was a series of
documentaries he made which also described these people who felt they held the Power.
People who are Very Wealthy form groups and hold Big Meetings for Powerful People. They are
invited for very Private Discussions so that Private Descisions can be reached. 'The BIlderbergs'
are one example of a Very Rich family.
MAN ON THE MOON .. really?
Man's first g i a n t l e a p for man-kind from the Apollo ll onto Earth's Satellite ! ..but did we really
go? There are many debates about this. We watched and listened with sheer excitement when it
happened back in 1969 and took part in the after party celebrations and believed it!.after all we
have The 'Moon Rock' and other things to 'prove it' ?..but modern Technology ( supposedly helped
by the ' Aliens' ) has now cast a doubt about this. Photographs have been Scrutinised to look for
discrepancies in lighting arrangements etc; and odd looking photos that look like they had been
'photo-shopped'. Amongst other things Thrust marks from the Lander were not visible with no
evidence of Moon-Dust.
It was also President John Kennedy's Mission to Land a Man on the Moon before the end of the
Decade - And before the Soviets.. A British Publisher, Marcus Allen suggested that NASA had
faked the whole thing in order to make America 'look Great'. He gave many explanations to
support his ideas including high radiation levels which Humans would not even be able to tolerate
for that short time. He claimed the Photos were fake - The materials used would have
disintegrated as well. There was a program to land men on the Moon pre-named the Apollo 1
Mission but in 1967 during a Launch Rehearsal exercise a Cabin Fire took the lives of the 3

manned crew, one of which was Lieutenant Colonel 'Gus' Grissom. He felt NASA was far from
ready to go an expedition of that Magnitude. He was adamant that the equipment would not stand
up to the task ahead of them, with many tests ending in failure. The Lunar Lander never worked
successfully. A 500 page report was prepared giving many important reasons why they should not
go to The Moon.
There was talk of Sabotage after the disaster involving a small metal plate creating sparks. - The
alleged Motive was to Silence the Astronauts Forever, who knew it was unsafe to travel, probably
impossible at that time and had learned of a plot to stage a Hoax Mission to the Moon instead, due
to incompetence, ...from a studio, complete with back-drop. A Motion Picture called 'Capricorn 1'
was released after the incident which is about a staged Mission to the Moon with two Astronauts
being hunted and killed off when they knew their fate and tried to escape from the studio.
THE TRUTH OF TOMORROW
?
Unexplained Mysteries of Yesteryear may well be explained by Tomorrow...We wondered what the
huge colourful flumes were in the night sky that travelled upwards into space and we have recently
found out more about them. They are called 'Sprites' and appear when it rains during a
thunderstorm. These elusive, red tendril shaped phenomena 'dance' around in the upper
atmosphere where there is a positive electrical charge after a burst of negative lightening hits the
ground.
The planet 'Saturn' has a Hexagon shape at it's North Pole ,which changes from the colour blue to
golden. It is it's own Cloud Formation! Until these things were explained and photographed some
people didn't believe they existed or fully understand what they were. Cameras have progressed
and take photos as they travel along through Space. Images are more defined and can be altered
or enhanced. With Modern Technology computers are programmed to do so many different things
these days. There is even the computer jargon term 'Shadow Banning' where one can choose
what another person cannot see on the internet. Disgraced American - former CIA agent Edward
Snowden was a Computer Professional and worked for The United States Government. He copied
and leaked Classified Information from The National Security. He also accused the Government of
Cover-Ups.
Electro-Magnetism in the atmosphere might even be changing the way our Minds Function...?
This fascinating talk - accompanied with many interesting images, came to an end and the
remainder of the evening was spent chatting to the guests, answering questions and book-signing!
At the beginning of his presentation Andy explained that most of the subjects were not based on
his personal opinions about whether or not the contents were true or false. ( Further Topics to be
disclosed in Andy's books include 'Clapham Wood' The Occult', 'The Storm of 1987' and 'The Black
Alchemist' )

